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Corporate PPA Market

Source: BNEF
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Corporate Renewables Partnership
Simplifying and increasing access to corporate renewables
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Renewable Energy Buyers’ Principles



Companies Need Offsite, Grid-tied RE Options



Collaborating to make the Principles a Reality
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Markets Are Changing: DER Is Growing At
Scale

Effectively all incremental growth in capacity will come from customers

30%



The Grid Is Being Modernized
Ø Customers are gaining new distributed energy resource options, including DG.

Ø The structure and operation of distribution systems will change as “smart”
infrastructures are built out and new DER technologies are deployed.
Ø Ultimately, power will flow in 2 directions across distribution systems.

Ø Supporting a safe and reliable grid infrastructure is critical to the deployment of new
technologies.

Source for graphics:  EPRI, The Integrated Grid: Realizing the Full Value of Central and Distributed Energy Resources, February 2014



Customers Are Evolving – Need to
Engage

• Increasingly networked, increasingly transactive



Project History

õ Denver workshop, April 15
Ø Understanding each other, building trust

õ Research into existing utility-offered green products
Ø Characterizing a representative sample

õ DC workshop, October 7
Ø Using existing products as a point of departure
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WWF– EEI – WRI Collaboration
Areas of Common Interest:
• Additionality: Customers want to be able to claim they made a brand new project

happen

• Enabling credible claims: Two issues:
• Customers need the RECs to make claims but can end up competing with the utilities, who also

need the RECs for compliance against RPS and now EPA Clean Power Plan
• Customers and utilities agree that more education is needed on how renewables actually work

(e.g. intermittency requires customer to pay for back-up power or storage for intermittent
renewables but this creates a communication challenge for 100% goals)

• Scale: Customers need large-scale, offsite, grid-tied solutions to meet their goals and
want to co-develop large offsite projects, leveraging utility strengths



WWF– EEI – WRI Collaboration
Areas of Common Interest:
• Risk mitigation: Both utilities and customers want price predictability

• Cost competitiveness: Customers and utilities are seeking partnership opportunities
that provide value to both parties without impacting other rate payers

• Large customers generally unwilling to pay a premium for RE but want to explore creative ways to
create and share value (e.g. valuing the benefits customers offer to the grid system or utilizing
company real estate in exchange for RECs)

• Low transaction costs: Customers and utilities want to explore ways to partner that
lower the transaction costs



WWF– EEI – WRI Collaboration

Areas of Common Interest:
• Location: Most customers prefer local but want options that maximize cost-

effectiveness and both utilities and customers want optimized grid deployment

• Flexibility: Customers are seeking flexible contract terms and contract options so
offerings can work for a variety of customer types (e.g. contracts from 5-15 years)

• Transparency: Customers and utilities support more transparency of costs (charges)
and savings (credits) on the bill

• Grid Modernization: Utilities and customers agree that the grid needs to be
modernized as an enabler of more renewables integration



Key Challenge: Educating Policy Makers

õ The average tenure of a public utility commissioner is
~ 3 yrs

õ Policy makers need to understand
Ø How the system works today
Ø How it will work tomorrow – the direction of change, the need

for utilities to adapt to changing markets
Ø Where the public interest lies – Protecting competition, not

competitors: the meaning of “efficient competition”
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Key Challenge: Gaining Pricing Flexibility

õ Cost of service regulation built for standard services
Ø Services all customers take (no choice)
Ø Least-cost planning
Ø Costs recovered in large rate classes (residential, commercial,

industrial)

õ Large customers want optional services
Ø Services about which they have choices
Ø May be premium services
Ø Costs only recovered from customers who want the services
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õ Learn more about large buyer-utility opportunities and
collaboration at: www.BuyersPrinciples.org
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Appendix
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Flexible Pricing Options

õ Regulatory precedent
Ø Discounts from standard tariffs

Ø Optional tariffs open to all qualifying customers

Ø Special (aka negotiated) customer-specific contracts

Ø New services

Ø Discretionary services

Ø Special service packages (which may include standard services
as components)
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